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Sirs:

ref 20016792

I note that RC propose to review the subjects of trip generation,
traffic base flows (ie. without an SRFI), junction assessment esp
M1J15A;  Their background objective I gather is to comment afresh on the
level of highway mitigation being recommended. They have benefited from
comment from NCC, Northampton Gateway and Highways England apparently.

This is all welcome from me because I have long held that the RC
presentation is too scanty, biassed and unbelievably supported by both
NCC and HE; support mentioned many times in the files.

In accordance with instructions I do not comment on the merits of the
development which I take to be both the planned array of warehouses and
the alterations to highways and junctions esp. the M1J15A.

Explaining the points above:

a. scanty presentation: I have gleaned only 8 numerical facts
(predictions) that bear on trip generation or traffic flows for the
array of warehouses.

b. my complaint of bias is because heaviest trip generation is judged to
be mainly from the 9 - 5 staff cohort and therefore analysis is
restricted to these person movements over a two periods of only 1 hour.

Both of these points would be addressed if RC were to report their
person movement estimates for times throughout the working day at 1 hour
intervals as reported in the DIRFT III and the Northampton Gateway
proposals. Taking on Vectos could be helpful here because they have
experience in 24 Hour trip generation in the DIRFT III case that
includes staff and shift worker cohorts.

My concern for these matters relate to highway and junction mitigation -
I make no comment on the merit of such mitigation but I want to receive
the data please.

I think that the time allowance being proposed is absurdly long.

Anthony Marsh




